The Light Millennium Television – LMTV - January to May 2016

http://www.lightmillennium.org/lmtv/2016.html

Monthly Series Through Queens Public Television - QPTV
On THURSDAYS (monthly) at 11:00a.m. | On ch.#79/1998 Time Warner | #85 RCN | #37 FIOS
On SATURDAYS (monthly) at 9:30p.m. | On ch.#34/1995 Time Warner | #82 RCN | #34 FIOS

Duration: 28/28:30min. The third week of each month.
And, LMTV WEEKLY Series - Winter-Quarter is available through MNN.Org, on FRIDAYS CH# 2 LifeStyle at 10:30a.m.

---

On THURS, JANUARY 21 at 11:00a.m.
MRSA: A SILENT KILLER of the 21st Century
Featuring: Mrs. Sally Salwa Kader, Co-Founder of the Sam Kader Memorial Foundation
CH# 79/1998 Time Warner | #85 RCN | #37 FIOS

[re-run] 2014 DREAMS FOR HUMANITY
On THURS JAN 21 CH 56, 1996/1997 Time Warner | # 83 RCN | # 35 FIOS @ 6:30PM

On THURS, FEBRUARY 18 at 11:00a.m.
DREAMS FOR HUMANITY – 2016
LMTV’s 16th Anniversary Celebration
CH# 79/1998 Time Warner | #85 RCN | #37 FIOS

On SAT, MARCH 19 at 9:30p.m.
1325: WOMEN, SECURITY AND PEACE
Featuring: H.E. Anwarul K. Chowdhury, Ambassador
Former Under-Secretary General and High Representative to the United Nations
CH# 34/1995 Time Warner | #82 RCN | #34 FIOS

On THURS, APRIL 21 UNNGO Profiles: 11:00a.m.
U.S. FEDERATION FOR MIDDLE EAST PEACE
Featuring: Mrs. Sally Salwa Kader, President, Head
NGO Representative at the United Nations Department of Public Information
CH# 79/1998 Time Warner | #85 RCN | #37 FIOS

On THURS, MAY 19 at 11:00 a.m.
THE GLOBAL CULTURE OF PEACE
Featuring: H.E. Anwarul K. Chowdhury, Ambassador
Former Under-Secretary General and High Representative to the United Nations
CH# 79/1998 Time Warner | #85 RCN | #37 FIOS

On SAT, JANUARY 23 at 9:30p.m.
[re-run] MRSA: A SILENT KILLER of the 21st Century
CH# 34/1995 Time Warner | #82 RCN | #34 FIOS

[re-run] 2015 DREAMS FOR HUMANITY
On FRI, JAN 29 CH 79/1998 Time Warner | #85 RCN | #37 FIOS @ 9PM

On SAT, FEBRUARY 20 at 9:30p.m.
[re-run] DREAMS FOR HUMANITY – 2016
LMTV’s 16th Anniversary Celebration
CH# 34/1995 Time Warner | #82 RCN | #34 FIOS

On SAT, MAY 21 at 9:30p.m.
[re-run] THE GLOBAL CULTURE OF PEACE
CH# 34/1995 Time Warner | #82 RCN | #34 FIOS

Also, LMTV’s 83 videos available through Vimeo.com/lmtv.